
Fantasy tween reads

Shadow Magic
by Joshua Khan
Thorn, a boy sold into slavery who must serve
at Castle Gloom to earn his freedom, and Lilith
Shadow, the ruler of Gehenna, who is
forbidden to practice magic, join forces to
solve the murders taking place in Gehenna.
Teen Fiction Khan, JoshuaTeen Fiction Khan, Joshua

Keepers of the Labyrinth
by Erin E Moulton
Visiting Crete for a Future Leaders convention,
Lilith is subjected to a series of tests created
by the Daughters of Ariadne, a secret
sisterhood dedicated to guarding the ancient
Greek Labyrinth.
Teen Fiction Moulton, Erin E.Teen Fiction Moulton, Erin E.

The Scourge
by Jennifer A. Nielsen
Sent to a quarantine colony for plague victims
where she anticipates a short and painful life,
Ani Mells uncovers sinister truths about the
plague and the colony as well as her own
unwitting role in a devious plot.
Teen Fiction Nielsen, Jennifer A.Teen Fiction Nielsen, Jennifer A.

Wishing Day
by Lauren Myracle
An oldest child in a family steeped in magic
makes three wishes according to a local
tradition and wonders about the mother who
disappeared years earlier, a first crush and her
chaotic life with her sisters, aunts and grieving
father.
Teen Fiction Myracle, LaurenTeen Fiction Myracle, Lauren

Amber & Dusk
by Lyra Selene
Raised in the Dusklands where her power to
create illusions was regarded as a curse, Sylvie
has traveled to Coeur d'Or, where the Amber
Empress, the cruel Severine, rules in hopes of
finding her legacy--but the court is full of
dark secrets and deadly intrigues.
Teen Fiction Selene, LyraTeen Fiction Selene, Lyra

Prisoner of Ice and Snow
by Ruth Lauren
When Valor is arrested, she could not be
happier. Demidova's prison for criminal
children is exactly where she wants to be. Her
sister is serving a life sentence for stealing
from the royal family, and Valor is going to
help her escape.
Teen Fiction Lauren, RuthTeen Fiction Lauren, Ruth

The Burning Sky
by Sherry Thomas
A young elemental mage named Iaolanthe
Seabourne discovers her shocking power and
destiny when she is thrown together with a
deposed prince to lead a rebellion against a
tyrant.
Teen Fiction Thomas, SherryTeen Fiction Thomas, Sherry

The Storm Runner
by Jennifer Cervantes
A contemporary adventure inspired by Maya
mythology follows the experiences of an avid
explorer with a disabled leg who discovers that
the dormant volcano near his home in New
Mexico is a gateway to another world.
Teen Fiction Cervantes, JenniferTeen Fiction Cervantes, Jennifer

Wizard for Hire
by Obert Skye
After fourteen-year-old Ozzy's scientist
parents are kidnapped, Ozzy's only help may be
a classified ad that says "Wizards for hire."
Teen Fiction Skye, ObertTeen Fiction Skye, Obert

Blue Window
by Adina Gewirtz
Tumbling through a mysterious window to
another time and place, five siblings are
declared the subjects of an ancient prophecy
that leads them into battle with unknown
forces that threaten their bond and their
ability to return home.
Teen Fiction Gewirtz, AdinaTeen Fiction Gewirtz, Adina
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